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  Ninth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm  

MILITARY CHITS

   2772 
  Algeria,   American Offi cer's Club, chit book for one hundred 
francs, Series 1, one remaining chit for two and half francs, 
honored at Maison du Colon, Murphy's, Beach Club, and 
Hotel Saint-Maurice.   Very fi ne.   

 $50 

    

 2773* 
  Australia WWI chit,   Meal Card No 1 Mess, 1st Sitting Troop 
Mess, printed on cardboard.   Small edge tear at bottom, 
corner crease, rounded corners, good fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

 This chit was issued to 2347 Pte Victor Arthur Reynolds 14LHR who 
embarked from Adelaide aboard HMAT Bakara on 28 April 1916.  

           

lot 2774 back

 

  2774* 
  Australia,   WWI and WWII recruiting offi ce train tickets, 
pink issue for 1918 Australia to Berlin via Paris and London, 
Fighting Class, and cream issue for A.I.F., 1941, Australia 
to Berlin via Singapore, Suez and any old way, overprinted 
in red 'Fighting Class', both with list of recruiting offi ces on 
back.   Very fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

    

 2775* 
  Australia,   4th Light Horse, 1933, Pass, No.6412, blue card 
(80 x 34 mm), perforated along top side, originally joined 
to another piece during production.   Fine and rare.    

 $120 

    

 2776* 
  Australia,   Ned. Officieren Club in Australie, chit for 
threepence.   Extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

 This club was for Dutch Air Force offi cers in Australia. They operated out 
of Archerfi eld airfi eld in Brisbane.  
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 2777* 
  Australia,   102 Mil.Hosp. (Holland Park), Unit Canteen, 
Tobacco Ration Card, date stamped Feb-5 1946 and Feb 
19 1946, issued to NX121990 Pte Lynch W.J., each of the 
four weeks stamped as used, signed on reverse by S/Sgt. C 
Naylor, Wardmaster 102 Aust Gen Hosp.   Very fi ne.   

 $100 

 NX121990 Private William Justine Lynch, 2/14 Infy; Enl.01Oct1942; 
Disch.16Sep1946.  

    

 

 2778* 
  Australia,   U.S.Naval Offi cers' Mess, Brisbane, WWII, chit 
for sixpence, no.28565 and one shilling with matching 
no.28565.   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $400 

     2779 
  Australia,   U.S. Army Offi cers' Club, Gregory Terrace, Base 
Section 3, WWII, chits for threepence, sixpence and one 
shilling.   Extremely fi ne and very rare.  (3)  

 $200 

 Gregory Terrace Offi cers' Camp of Base Section 3 was located on Gregory 
Terrace at Spring Hill, Brisbane on the site of what is today the Centenary 
Pool and a Government health facility.  

   2780 
  Australia,   military canteen chits, Sydney Harbour H.M.A.S 
Watson, Wardroom Mess, one cent, blackprint on white 
paper, fi ve cents, black print on blue paper; Royal Australian 
Army Pay Corps, Decimal Currency Training note, ten 
dollars.   Uncirculated.  (3)   

 $80 

   2781 
  Australia,   military canteen chits, Sydney Harbour, HMAS 
Kuttabul Wardroom Mess, one cent; HMAS Watson 
Wardroom Mess one cent (both blackprint on white paper); 
Royal Australian Army Pay Corps, Decimal Currency 
Training Note ten dollars.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $80 

    

 2782* 
  Australian Army,   19 National Service Training Battalion, 
Offi cers' Mess, threepence coupon, c.1950.   Uncirculated 
and scarce.   

 $100 

   2783 
  ACS BCOF,   one unit, c.1950, in aluminium (21mm) (Yarwood 
AUT031) (2); H.M.Forces - Transport on Prepayment, ticket 
no.AKP2143 (centre fold but intact); Hong Kong, Peak 
Tramways Co Ltd, fi rst class ticket no.987552 with 'used' 
punch hole; Japan, 1946-1951 issued notes, one yen, ten 
yen and one hundred yen (P.85a, 87a, 89a).   Some foxing on 
notes, fi ne - good very fi ne.  (7)  

 $50 

 Ex Banking and Currency Museum. 
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part 

 2784 
  Australian Defence Forces,   postage stamps booklet, ten 5c 
stamps (Birds, 1964-65); Parcel Post tag from Brisbane to 
Saigon A.M.T.Vietnam Australian F.W.M.A.F.Mail Aust 
F.P.O.3. Vung Tau via Sydney & Honolulu, black print on 
yellow (60mm x 121mm); Viet Nam Currency Declaration 
form prior to storage in locked ship's safe.   The fi rst item's 
white cover is soiled, otherwise all items as issued, extremely 
fi ne.  (3)   

 $100 

    

 

 2785* 
  Borneo,   Panaga Club, Seria-Brunei, chits for ten cents 
and fi fty cents, with matching numbers 3/B No.000291.   
Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 Panaga Club is situated in the Belait district and Panaga is between Kuala 
Belait and Seria. The area is home to large numbers of ex-pats due to the 
Royal Dutch Shell and British Army housing and recreational facilities in 
the district. The fi rst landing of Japanese forces was at Seria in 1941 and the 
area was occupied by them for its oil supplies until the town was liberated 
by the Australian Ninth Division on 29 June 1945. 

    

 

 2786* 
  China,   Offi cers' Club, U.S.Marine Corps, North China, chits 
for fi ve cents and ten cents, both number 14178; U.S.Navy 
Enlisted Men's Club, Tsingtao, China, chit for fi ve cents, 
void after Aug 31, 1949.   Good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 

 2787* 
  East Java,   Simpang Club, Soerabaia, chits for ten and twenty 
fi ve, c.1945, the ten with No.9077 on back and the pair 
joined show the beginning of the name SIMPANG and below 
WA??.   The fi rst with vertical crease otherwise very fi ne, the 
second extremely fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $100 

 Soerabaia, now Surabaya, is Indonesia's second largest city and capital of the 
province of East Java. During late 1945 it was the site of a battle between 
pro-independence Indonesian soldiers and militia against British, Indian and 
Dutch troops. Apparently it was not unusual for offi cers to engage in savage 
fi ghting during the day and then go to the Dutch Simpang Club at night. 
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   2788 
  Great Britain,   World War II, RAF, 215 Squadron, one penny 
(3) and twopence (unlisted in Swan Boling).   Extremely fi ne 
or better.  (4)   

 $240 

    

 

 2789* 
  Guam,   Offi cers' Club, Marbo Gumas, Lounge and Mess, 
chits for fi ve, ten and twenty fi ve cents, all with matching 
number 9418E.   Uncirculated and rare.  (3)  

 $200 

 During WWII Guam Northwest Army Airfi eld and Guam Northwest 
Air Force Base were constructed at Agafo Dumas, Guam, later becoming 
Andersen Air Force Base. Marbo stands for Marianas Bonins Command 
annex being the southern area of the Air Force Base, hence the name Marbo 
Dumas. 

   2790 
  India,   Golmuri Club, Golmuri, chit for one anna.   Spike hole 
otherwise very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Golmuri is near Jamshedpur in East Singhbhum District of Jharkhand. 

    

 2791* 
  Iraq,   Offi cers Club Habbaniya, chit for fi ve fi ls.   Very fi ne 
and scarce.   

 $100 

 Habbaniya was the site of a RAF Station during WWII and later until its 
handover to the Iraqi Government. The more famous RAF squadrons to 
serve there were Nos.6, 30, 32, 55, 70 and 73. 

   2792 
  Kenya,   Mombasa Yacht Club, coupons for ten cents and 
twenty cents. Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.   (2)   

 $60 

 In 1920 Mombasa became the capital of the coastal British Protectorate of 
Kenya. In 1963 it became part of the newly independent Kenya. 

    

 2793* 
  Midway Islands,   U.S.Base, WWII, one beer ration chit, 
numeral 5 at left and 3 at right.   Very fi ne and rare.   

 $200 

 Midway Island is a small atoll in the north Pacifi c Ocean one-third of the 
way between Honolulu and Tokyo and was the location of a U.S. base during 
WWII. A massive sea battle was fought at Midway during WWII and the 
resultant crushing defeat of the Japanese Navy by the U.S.Navy was a turning 
point of the war in the Pacifi c. 

    

 2794* 
  New Hebrides,   U1 Fleet Recreation Center, Aore Island, 
WWII, chit Good for One beer, invalid after Dec.31 1943, 
written in pencil on back, 'New / Hebrides / Island' and 
stamped 'MAR 31 1944'.   Very fi ne and extremely rare.   

 $200 

 Aore Island is one of the chain of islands of the New Hebrides. During 
WWII it was used by the U.S.Navy as a site for the re-supply of ships with 
fresh water. 

    

 2795* 
  New Hebrides,   Fleet Recreation Center: Aore Island, WWII, 
chit for Good For One Ice Cream (Invalid after Dec.31, 
1943), stamped on back 'MAR 31 1944', red print on white.   
Dirty but fi ne, an unusual chit value and extremely rare.   

 $200 

 Aore Island is one of the chain of islands of the New Hebrides. During 
WWII it was used by the U.S.Navy as a site for the re-supply of ships with 
fresh water. See Noble Numismatics Sale 92 lot 4054 for a similar chit but 
with black print on white. 

   2796 
  Saipan Island,   U.S.N., Pacifi c Fleet Commissioned Offi cers' 
Mess, Navy 3245, book no.21391, coupons for two dollars, 
four remaining chits, one for twenty fi ve cents and three for 
fi ve cents, printed by Hancock Bros.   Very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Navy 3245 was the naval posting number for Saipan Island in the Mariana 
Islands, site of one of the fi ercest battles of the Pacifi c campaign of WWII. 
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   DECIMAL  ISSUES 

   2797 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAX 527531/40 (R.71) 
ten consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $200 

   

part 

 2798* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ABN 859191; Coombs/
Randall (1967) AHN 829253; Phillips/Randall (1969) ASQ 
171245; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BGT 714918; Phillips/
Wheeler (1974) BPS 213189; Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre 
thread, BYL 830226, double fold paper, DBP 421443, side 
thread, CPC 982569; Knight/Stone (1979) CQA 828132; 
Johnston/Stone (1982) DKL 997047 (R.71-75, 76a, 76bi, 
76c, 77, 78).   Some with centre fold, third note with light 
foxing on top left edge, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  
(10)  

 $700 

   2799 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967) AHQ 186956 (R.72).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $500 

    

 2800* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967) AHK 589341/5 (R.72) 
fi ve consecutive notes.   Uncirculated and scarce thus.  (5)  

 $1,500 

    

 2801* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967) AHX 349101/200 
(R.72) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, 
Reserve Bank wrapper with part remainder of rubber band.   
One slightest corner curling, uncirculated and very rare as 
such.  (100)  

 $24,000 

 This and the next lot are the only original packs we have handled and were 
consigned to this auction as Phillips/Randall issues by the vendor. The 
Coombs/Randall dollar is the scarcest signature and one of the scarcest 
decimal issues and is catalogued by McDonald, (17th editon) at $1,100 
each.  

    

 2802* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967) AHX 200501/600 
(R.72) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, 
with torn Reserve Bank wrapper.   Corners curled however 
generally sound, virtually uncirculated and very rare as 
such.  (100)  

 $24,000 

   2803 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD pair and close 
single, APF 290002/10, APG pair, AYX 678591/600 (R.73) 
single, two pairs and runs of nine and ten consecutive notes.   
Extremely fi ne or better.  (24)  

 $200 

   2804 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 429001/100 
(R.73) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, 
no's 86-8 missing and were replaced with star notes, in 
original Reserve Bank wrapper date stamped 23 May 1969.   
Uncirculated.  (97)   

 $1,000 

   2805 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 429401/500 (R.73) 
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes with 
Reserve Bank wrapper.   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,250 
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 2806* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 462501/600 (R.73) 
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, Reserve 
Bank wrapper stamped 2 in square (Teller 2) 2 June 1969.   
Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $1,250 

    

 2807* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 464501/600 (R.73) 
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, Reserve 
Bank wrapper stamped 1 in square (teller 1) 17 Jun 1969.   
Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,250 

   2808 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 551001/100 (R.73) 
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, Reserve 
Bank wrapper stamped 2 in square (Teller 2) 26 June 1969.   
Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $1,250 

   2809* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 566201/300 (R.73) 
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes with Reserve 
Bank wrapper.   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,250 

   2810 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) AKD 604101/200 (R.73) 
an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes, Reserve 
Bank wrapper unstuck and stamped 25 Jul 1969 and 28 Jun 
1969 (very faint).   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $1,250 

   2811 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) to Johnston/Stone 
(1982)(R.73, 76c (a run of fi ve), 78 (7)).   Fine - uncirculated.  
(13)   

 $100 

   2812 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BDG 889988 radar 
number, other prefi xes, singles (19) (R.74).   Extremely fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (20)  

 $100 

   2813 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) various prefi xes (R.74).   
Fine - extremely fi ne.  (22)  

 $50 

   2814 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BLA runs of three, 
four and fi ve close singles, BJT pair, BJU broken runs of 
three, nine and fi ve (R.74).   Nearly extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (36)  

 $150 

   2815 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BHN 289655/9 (R.74); 
(1974) BVC 820721/30 (R.75); Knight/Wheeler (1976) CKU 
479431/40 (R.76c); Knight/Stone (1979) DCT 620551/60 
(R.77); Johnston/Stone (1982) DFK 455471/80 (R.78), 
all runs of ten consecutive notes except the fi rst is fi ve.   
Uncirculated.  (45)  

 $250 

   2816 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BTK 191919 (R.75) 
repeating digit pairs.   Nearly very fi ne.    

 $30 

   2817 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) four pairs, BRY 
185999/6000, BSC 182999/3000, BSF 922999/3000, BTR 
826331/2; various prefi xes singles, some close (20) one is 
a near solid BLN 666669.   Very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  
(27)  

 $120 

   2818 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP 421221/30 (R76bi) 
ten consecutive test notes.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $500 

   2819 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) side thread, GLG 
131828/37 ten consecutive notes (R.76C).   First note with 
small bottom left corner crease, centre fold uncirculated.  
(10)   

 $70 

   2820 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) various prefi xes from 
BYV to CNJ singles with some close or matching last three 
digits (R.76a (52), 76c (9)).   Centre folds, extremely fi ne or 
better.  (61)  

 $200 

   2821 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) various prefi xes from 
CAD to CNZ in pairs or more up to a broken run of fi fteen 
(R.76a (37); 76c (83)).   Centre folds, generally extremely 
fi ne or better.  (116)  

 $400 
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   2822 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) various prefi xes from 
CDF-CLG in larger consecutive runs (R.76a (six prefi xes, 
(83)), 76c (seven prefi xes, (117)).   Mostly extremely fi ne or 
better.  (200)  

 $800 

   2823 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) DDG 127879/979 (R.77) 
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes (missing 
number 127880).   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $500 

   2824 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) various prefi xes from CPN 
to DDK in broken runs to singles (R.77).   Very fi ne - good 
extremely fi ne.  (215)  

 $450 

   2825 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 713600/99 (R.78) 
original pack of one hundred consecutive last serial prefi x 
notes.   Uncirculated and scarce.  (100)  

 $3,500 

   2826 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DPR 713600/99 (R.78) 
original pack of one hundred consecutive penultimate last 
prefi x notes, with matching number to the preceding lot.   
Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $500 

   2827 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) various prefi xes, singles 
to runs, of DGU to DNG (R.78).   Very fi ne - good extremely 
fi ne.  (189)  

 $300 

   2828 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DJU 391469/500, DJV 
391001/18, thirty two and eighteen consecutive notes (R.78).   
Uncirculated.  (50)   

 $120 

   2829 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DFU 716466 - DFV 
716153 bank pack of one hundred notes, not all consecutive 
(R.78).   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $250 

   2830 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DPA 602015/56, 
602058/101, 602103/16, forty two, forty four and fourteen 
consecutive notes (R.78), an original pack of one hundred 
notes.   The fi rst and last notes with some foxing, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (100)   

 $250 

   2831 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DNX 908718/94, 96/99, 
801/7, 9/20 original pack of one hundred notes (R.78).   
Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $250 

   2832 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DLG 217347/448; DHZ 
512049/440 broken runs (R.78) two packs of consecutive 
notes.   Uncirculated.  (200)   

 $450 

   2833 
  One,   fi ve, ten (2) and fi fty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to 
Phillips/Wheeler (1974) fi rst serial prefi xes of each of (R.71, 
202, 301 (2), 505).   Fine - very fi ne.  (5)  

 $600 

   2834 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAB 116891-893, 
consecutive run of three notes (R.71), (1982) DNU 
871866 (R.78); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson  (1966) FAD 
242049 (R.81), Phillips/Randall (1968) GCF 870040-
041, consecutive pair, GEN 778633, GGP 480576, GKG 
226842 (R.83), (1972) HAT 137747 (R.74); ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 10 019543 in folder; also stamps, 
Coronation of King George VI, incomplete set in blue album 
(used - MH).   Fine - uncirculated.  (12)    

 $100 

   2835 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ACR 928033 (centre fold 
nearly uncirculated), ACP (R.71) (2), Phillips/Wheeler (1974) 
BNF 981337 (R.75) (folds EF), Knight/Wheeler (1976) side 
thread, CKY 287677 (folds GVF), Knight/Stone (1979) CPK 
813268 fi rst prefi x (R.77F), CUB (R.77), Johnston/Stone 
(1982) DGP, DKA, DKK, DKS, DLH, DLP, DLU (R.78) 
(7); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FEU 814800 
(centre fold extremely fi ne) (R.81), Knight/Wheeler (1976) 
OCRB side thread, HZY (R.86c), Johnston/Stone (1983) 
KDV, KEJ 381672/3 consecutive pair, KEK, KPS (all EF) 
(R.88) (5), Johnston/Fraser (1985) KUL, LAX, LBL, LEU, 
LFJ, LJE, LJF, LKS, LKV, LLG, LLY, LND (2) (R.89) (13); 
fi ve dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAB 406686 (R.202) 
(fold and creasing EF), Knight/Stone (1979) NXL 154189 
(R.207) (folds GVF); ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) 
STP (R.304), Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 56 (R.310b), Fraser/
Cole (1991) MKR (R.313a); twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) OCRB, VRG 544806 (R.409a) (centre fold nearly 
uncirculated); one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJG 
(R.613).   Fine - nearly uncirculated.  (40)  

 $220 

   2836 
  One dollar to twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967-8) 
(R.72, 82, 202 (2), 302, 402) also fi ve dollars (R.203) and 
ten dollars (R.301, 310 in folder).   Fine - uncirculated.  (9)  

 $180 

   2837 
  One,   two and fi ve (2) dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.72, 
82, 202 (2)).   Very fi ne or better.  (4)  

 $80 

   2838 
  One dollar - twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) 
(R.72, 82, 202, 302, 402) two of each or two sets, also set 
of Phillips/Randall (1968)(R.73, 83, 203, 303, 403).   Fine 
- good very fi ne.  (15)   

 $600 

   2839 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1967), Phillips/Randall (1969) 
(2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.72, 73, 74); two dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (5), Coombs/Randall (1967), 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.81, 82, 84); fi ve dollars, Coombs/
Randall (1967), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.202, 204); ten 
dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (3) 
(R.301, 304).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (17)   

 $100 
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   2840 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) ALN 735689 (R.103); 
two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GPE 915956, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (2) KZS 576253, KZT 576253, consecutive 
prefi xes and matching numbers (R.123, 131); fi ve dollars, 
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NHS 865163 (R.143); ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAS 306492 (R.161); twenty dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAN 904186 (R.181).   Uncirculated.  
(7)  

 $200 

   2841 
  One to ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1969), one dollar, ALN 
198857 (R.73), (1968) two dollars, FQT 576629 (R.83), 
(1969) fi ve dollars, NEX 465353, (1968) ten dollars, SHT 
707892 (R.203); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) with 
overprint, AA 09 072111, AA 11 083738/9 consecutive pair 
(McGF$10 1).   Uncirculated.  (7)   

 $120 

   2842 
  One dollar - twenty dollars,   one dollar, Phillips/Randall 
(1969) BAD (R.73); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) 
FAB, Phillips/Randall (1968) GJQ (R.81, 83) (2); five 
dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) NEY (R.203); ten dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAL (2), Phillips/Randall (1968) 
SKD, SRF, SSP, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) SVY (R.301, 303, 
304) (6); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XBN, 
Phillips/Randall (1968) XCD, XDS, XED, XEL, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) XGT (R.401, 403, 404) (6).   Very good 
- very fi ne.  (16)   

 $200 

   2843 
  One dollar to fi ve dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.73, 83, 
203), one and two dollars last issue, consecutive run of ten 
of each (R78, 89).   Nearly uncirculated.  (23)  

 $100 

   2844 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1968) to Johnston/Stone (1982) 
(R.73 (single two pairs and run of three), 74, 76c (2), 77 (4), 
78 (5)); two dollars, (R.87, 88 (4 singles and pair) 89 (10 
singles, pair and trio)).   Fine - nearly uncirculated.  (42)  

 $120 

   2845 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BLA 648033 (R.74); fi ve 
dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NBS 987454 (R.203); ten 
dollars (1967) SFL 573095 (R.303); twenty dollars (1967) 
XBQ 186932 (R.402f) fi rst prefi x.   Very good - nearly very 
fi ne.  (4)  

 $450 

   2846 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BEL 693189 (R.74); 
ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SEK 470218 (R.302); 
German East Africa, one rupie, 1.2.1916 (P.19); Germany, 
two mark, 1 June 1918, Graudenz POW Camp money; 
U.S.A., military payment certifi cate, Series 681, twenty 
dollars (P.M82).   The fi rst note fi ne, the rest very fi ne - good 
very fi ne.  (5)   

 $100 

   2847 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BSJ 336707/16 (R.75) 
ten consecutive notes; two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) 
HHS 747341, 3/4 (R.85) pair and single; Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) HNU 596381 (R.86a); Knight/Stone (1979) JFU 
126370/9 (R.87) ten consecutive.   Uncirculated.  (24)  

 $300 

   2848 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972); fi ve dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.74, 76a (2), 76c (5), 77, 81 (FAA 385871 
fi rst serial prefi x), 83, 86b (3), 89 (10), 206b, 207, 208, 209a, 
209b (2), 212).   Heavily circulated, fair - very fi ne.  (31)  

 $150 

   2849 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) CGA 207865/74 (R76a) 
ten consecutive; two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) runs 
of two (2) three (2), four, fi ve and six singles (R.87) (25); 
also R82, R71, 74 singles in fi ne condition.   Fine - nearly 
uncirculated.  (38)  

 $300 

   2850 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) side thread CLC 
114456/8 three consecutive (R.76c) (3); Knight/Stone 
(1979) CTB 880731, CXY 035242/7, CZF 454616/7, 
CZL 246269/72, DAQ 954439/44 six, two, four and six 
consecutive notes (R.77) (19); Johnston/Stone (1982) DNP 
514807; other notes, R.71, 74, 78; Great Britain, one pound, 
undated (1978-80) J.B. Page (P.377a) (5) includes consecutive 
pair, K53 289618/9.   Of the last four decimal notes, one 
centre fold and creases extremely fi ne, the other three poor 
- very fi ne, the fi rst three uncirculated, the rest centre fold 
uncirculated, of the Great Britain notes, three uncirculated 
and the others nearly very fi ne.  (31)  

 $100 

   2851 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) to fi ve dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.77, 78 (2), 89 (7), 203, 209a (single and a 
pair) 209b (3)).   Extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (16)  

 $120 

   2852 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.77 (4), 78 (12), 81, 89 (20), 301 (2), 303 
(7), 304 (11), 309 (2), 313 (3), 310b (4), 401 (8), 402, 403 
(9), 404 (3)).   Fair - very fi ne.  (97)  

 $850 

   2853 
  One dollar to fi fty dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77, 87 
pair, 207, 307, 407, 507).   Nearly uncirculated.  (7)   

 $150 

   2854 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (5), Johnston/Stone 
(1982) (R.78) (2); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) 
(6); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 21 and AB 22 
(R.310a) (2).   The last AB 22 note extremely fi ne, the rest 
poor - very fi ne.  (15)  

 $50 

   2855 
  One dollar,   Knight/Stone (1979) (R.77) (15), Johnston/
Stone (1982) (R.78) (67); two dollars, Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) OCRB (R.86c), Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.88) (23), 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (71), includes three and two 
consecutive; fi ve dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.208) (4), 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (2, OCRB and Gothic) (R.209a, b); 
ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release (R.310b); 
People's Republic of China, two jiao, 1962.   Poor - extremely 
fi ne.  (185)  

 $350 
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   2856 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DJG 995566 (R.78), 
twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) VRE 886600 
(R.409a) two three digit pair serials.   Nearly uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $50 

   2857 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (31); two dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (10); fi ve dollars, Macfarlane/
Evans (2001) EC 01 590625/7 three consecutive notes 
(R.219) (3).   The last three notes uncirculated, one of the 
dollar notes is poor, the rest fi ne - extremely fi ne with a 
consecutive pair of dollar notes and four consecutive pairs 
of two dollar notes.  (44)  

 $120 

   2858 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) DKB, DJU, DKL, DKV, 
DLK, DLZ, DNC, includes three, four (2), fi ve and six 
consecutive, two notes DNC 459224 and 459226 very short 
cut at top (R.78) (27); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
UEN 708537/42, 545/57, six and thirteen consecutive 
(R.309) (19).   The one dollar notes with centre fold and 
a few with corner fold, the ten dollars with ink smudges 
particularly on outside edges, otherwise mostly uncirculated.  
(46)  

 $270 

   2859 
  One dollar,   Johnston/Stone (1982) to one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Cole (1991) consecutive pair set of last serial prefi xes  
for each denomination in paper DPS, LQG, QPG, MRR, 
ADK, FAB and ZLD (R.78, 89, 213, 313, 415, 515, 613).   
Uncirculated.  (14)   

 $750 

   2860 
  One dollar - one hundred dollars,   last issue last prefi x paper 
notes, all with matching last two numerals in serial number, 
one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 554620 (R.78L); 
two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 875020 (R.89b); 
fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPG 790720 (R.213L); ten 
dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR 699220 (R.313aL); twenty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ADK 616320 (R.415L); fi fty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) FAB 477820 (R.515L); one 
hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 153020 (R.613L).   
Uncirculated.  (7)   

 $500 

   2861 
  One,   fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, a 
collection of notes including star notes (2), one dollar 
(1966) (R.71[5]), (1967) (R.72[3]), (1969) (R.73[3]), (1972) 
(R.75[4]), (1976) (R.76a[3]), (1979) (R.77[4]), (1982) 
(R.78[2]); two dollars (1966) (R.81[2]), (1967) (R.82[3]), 
(1968) (R.83[3]), (1972) (R.84[2]), (1974) (R.85[2]), 
(1976) (R.86c[6]), (1979) (R.87), (1983) (R.88[15]), 
(1985) (R.89[26]); fi ve dollars (1967) (R.202[3]), (1969) 
(R.203), (1972) (R.204), (1974) (R.205), (1976) (R.206b), 
(1979) (R.207), (1983) (R.208[13]), (1985) (R.209b), 
(1992) (R.214[9]); ten dollars (1966) (R.301), (1967) 
(R.302), (1968) (R.303[2]), (1972) (R.304[2]) (1974) 
(R.305[2]), (1976) (R.306a[2]), (1979) (R.307a, b[2]), 
(1983) (R.308[5]), (1985) (R.309[6]); twenty dollars (1966) 
(R.401), (1967) (R.402), (1968) (R.403), (1972) (R.404), 

(1974) (R.405[3]), (1976) (R.406a[2]), (1979) (R.407b), 
(1983) (R.408[9]), (1985) (R.409a[7]), (1991) (R.413), 
(1994) (R.416a[3]); fi fty dollars, (1976) (R.506a), (1983) 
(R.508[3]), (1985) (R.509a[3]), (1991) (R.513[5]), (1995) 
(R.516s[2]); one hundred dollars (1984) (R.608[6]), (1985) 
(R.609[3]), (1996) (R.616[3]) some notes in consecutive 
pairs or runs; star notes, ten dollars (1968) (R.303s); twenty 
dollars (1968) (R.403s).   All housed in a blue album, good 
- uncirculated.  (197)  

 $4,000 

   2862 
  One dollar,   (33), two dollars (108) and fi ve dollars (28), an 
assortment in average condition (total face value $389).   Very 
good - nearly uncirculated.  (169)  

 $400 

   2863 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FBN 222222 (R.81) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2864 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAD 333333 (R.81) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2865 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAD 555555 (R.81) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2866 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAD 666666 (R.81) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2867 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) HJV 777777 (R.81) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   

part 

 2868* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 000825 (R.81) 
fi rst prefi x; Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 999396 (R.89) last 
prefi x.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $2,000 

   2869 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FGA 400000 (R.81), 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) OCRB side thread, HYR 500000 
(R.86c).   Fine; uncirculated, both scarce numbers.  (2)  

 $150 
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 2870* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FJU 484101/200 
(R.81) original pack of one hundred consecutive notes with 
Reserve Bank wrapper.   Virtually uncirculated and rare as 
such.  (100)  

 $1,500 

   2871 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FFN 355001/100 
(R.81) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes 
in bank wrapper.   Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $1,500 

   

part 

 2872* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAV 219054; Coombs/
Randall (1967) FNQ 018409; Phillips/Randall (1968) GPE 
915940; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GYB 533245; Phillips/
Wheeler (1974) (Australia) HDC 980110; Knight/Wheeler 
(1976) centre thread, Gothic HNR 990314, OCRB HQB 
653362, OCRB side thread HZN 540317; Knight/Stone 
(1979) JYF 517136; Johnston/Stone (1983) JZL 697871; 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) LFS 793751 (R.81-85, 86a, 86b, 
86c, 87-89).   Faint foxing on top left edge of HZN 540317, 
nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (11)  

 $500 

   2873 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81-89).   Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (11)  

 $150 

   2874 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) (R.81 pair, 84 (2), 85, 86a, 86b, 86c (9, including 
trio) , 87 (8 singles, 8 pairs, two trios), 88 (KEH 332233- 
radar number) 88 (14 including two pairs), 89 (10).   Mostly 
uncirculated.  (72)  

 $300 

   2875 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) FND 444444 (R.82) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2876 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) FKS 999999 (R.82) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

   2877 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) FNJ 366265/6 (R.82) 
consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $50 

   2878 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) FSE 034291/5 
(R.83); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) HAV 513911/20 (R.84), 
(1974) HGC 217821/30 (R.85); Knight/Stone (1979) JNZ 
039108/17 (R.87); Johnston/Stone (1983) KQQ 790982 
(R.88); Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKU 338344/53 (R.89) runs 
of ten consecutive notes except the fi rst is fi ve.   Uncirculated.  
(53)  

 $350 

   2879 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GUJ 063891 (R.84); 
Knight/Stone (1979) JYG 249784/90 seven consecutive, JYJ 
354291/3 three consecutive, JYK 318980/3 four consecutive 
(R.87) (14); Johnston/Stone (1983) KGU 722399/404 six 
consecutive, KNY 756277 (R.88) (7); Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
LJR 291700, 291716/8 three consecutive, LND 888946/8 
three consecutive (R.89) (7).   The fi rst note fi ne, the rest centre 
fold nearly uncirculated.  (29)   

 $120 

   2880 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) HGV 385045/8 (R.85) 
four consecutive notes, Johnston/Fraser (1988)(R.89)(14).   
Fair - nearly uncirculated.  (18)  

 $100 

   2881 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) HRX 111111 (R.86b) 
solid number note.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

    

 2882* 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) OCRB side thread, 
HRN 111111 (R.86c) solid number note.   Uncirculated and 
rare.   

 $600 

   2883 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) HLT 802377/86 
(R.86a), HYZ 119451/60 (R.86c) ten consecutive notes of 
each.   Uncirculated.  (20)  

 $300 
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   2884 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983) various prefi xes from 
JZJ to KNF singles to runs of one to twenty consecutive 
(R.  88). Centre folds otherwise extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated.  (145)  

 $500 

   2885 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) various prefi xes, KSS 
to LLX mostly in pairs to short runs (R.89).   Centre folds, 
otherwise extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (38)  

 $100 

   2886 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKV 985863/96, 
985900/15, thirty four and sixteen consecutive notes (R.89) 
(50), LQG 996264 last prefi x (R.89b).   One of the fi rst lot 
of notes with corner bend, the last note extremely fi ne, the 
rest uncirculated.  (51)  

 $250 

   2887 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LDF 688298/388, 
688390/8, ninety one and nine consecutive notes (R.89), an 
original pack of one hundred notes.   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $300 

   2888 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKD 642097/196 
(R.89) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes.   
Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $400 

   2889 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNF 043718/817 
(R.89) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes.   
Uncirculated.  (100)  

 $300 

   2890 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNL 857338/74, 
857376/95, 857397/412, 857414/40, thirty seven, twenty, 
sixteen and twenty seven consecutive in original mint pack 
of one hundred notes (R.89).   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $300 

   2891 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FHA 540574 (R.81); 
ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAG 187378 (R.301); 
twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAL 775717 
(R.401).   Uncirculated; centre fold uncirculated; creasing 
otherwise virtually uncirculated.  (3)   

 $100 

   2892 
  Two dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) GDA 450901 (R.83); 
one dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AES and Phillips/Randall 
(1969) BAV (R.71, 73); New Zealand coin and note pack of 
decimal coins, one cent - two dollars and notes, D.T.Brash 
(1989-91) one dollar AMT 779971 and two dollars EPH 
229971, in picturesque folder; France, ten livres, 24.10.1792 
(P.A66b); Luxembourg, fi ve francs, undated (1944) (P.43). 
First note with some light creasing, nearly uncirculated; 
second two notes poor; NZ pack uncirculated; French note 
with edge pieces missing otherwise fi ne; last note fi ne.   (6)    

 $50 

   2893 
  Two dollars - twenty dollars,   small collection of two dollars, 
Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.83) (2), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) 
(R.84) (3), Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (7 including 
consecutive pair LKS 478905/6 and fi ve consecutive LKB 
014386/90); fi ve dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.203) 
(4), Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB (R.209a), Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) (R.212); ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (R.305), 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary second release (R.310b), 
Macfarlane/Henry (2002) (R.320b) (10 consecutive AH 03 
600809/18); twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) (R.403) 
(5), Knight/Stone Gothic side thread (1979) (R.407a), 
Macfarlane/Henry (2002) (R.420d) (6 consecutive AF 06 
026282/7); Bicentenary folder, ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1988) (3, includes consecutive pair AA 09 071702/3) (Mc 
$10 GF1).   Stored in an album with all notes fully recorded 
and catalogued, all consecutive notes are uncirculated, the 
rest very good - uncirculated.  (45)  

 $550 

   2894 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) LJD (R.89); five 
dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 03 (R.92); ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) URU 660054 (R.309), Johnston/
Fraser (1988) Bicentenary AB 14, 22, 25, 29 (R.310a); ten 
shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/17 (R.17); one pound, 
Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/78, HK/16 (R.34a); world notes 
(4). The ten dollars R.  309 is uncirculated, other decimal 
notes mostly with centre folds and creasing, extremely fi ne, 
the ten shillings and one of the pound notes with tape residue 
on front corners, the rest fi ne.  (14)  

 $90 

   2895 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 884016 (R.202) 
fi rst prefi x.   Light centre fold, nearly uncirculated.   

 $600 

   2896 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) to Phillips/Wheeler 
(1974) (R.202 NAL, NCL; 203 NER pair, 204 run of 
ten, 205 pair).   The second nearly uncirculated, others all 
uncirculated.  (16)  

 $500 

   

lot 2897 part 
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 2897* 
  Five dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) NAL 688866; Phillips/
Randall (1969) NGQ 785468; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NJX 
016159; Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (Australia) NNT 829980; 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic, centre thread NUX 027981, 
side thread NTS 275291, OCRB side thread NVT 380056; 
Knight/Stone (1979) PDG 627242; Johnston/Stone (1983) 
PEK 369247; Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB QCH 155090, 
Gothic QAT 481113; Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFV 163043; 
Fraser/Cole (1991) QNP 461601; Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 02 
887710; Fraser/Evans (1993) BA 93 451598 fi rst signature 
prefi x and fi rst year prefi x, pale green serials, (1995) DM 
95 774528 wide bands (R.202-205, 206a, 206b, 206c, 207, 
208, 209a, 209b, 212-214, 206, 217).   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (16)  

 $800 

   2898 
  Five dollars collection,   Phillips/Randall (1969) NGJ 711930 
(R.203); Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NJX 971403, (1974) 
NLP 074986 (R.204, 205); Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic 
centre thread, NRS 789354 (R.206a); Knight/Stone (1979) 
PDP 947394 (R.207); Johnston/Stone (1983) PEF 122060 
(R.208); Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB, PSE 387652, PRT 
169371, PLY 808908/9 consecutive pair, Gothic, QAH 
013292, PYV 666716 (R.209a, 209b) (6); Fraser/Higgins 
(1990) QFN 215881/2 consecutive pair, QFP 250619 
(R.212) (3); Fraser/Cole (1991) QNH 963017/8, QPB 
601426/7, QPG 606806/7 three consecutive pairs (R.213) 
(6). Stored in a banknote album with all notes fully recorded 
and catalogued the R.  205 with centre fold; the Fraser/Higgins 
pair with teller crease at left, and the single has centre fold; 
the fi rst Fraser/Cole pair with teller fl ick on second note; all 
other notes uncirculated.  (21)  

 $500 

   2899 
  Five dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) NKT, NLJ, NLY 
054898/9 pair, NLX (R.205); Knight/Wheeler (1976) 
NVE, NVP, NXD 686959, 62, 4 (R.206c).   Crisp originals 
with centre folds and slight handling, extremely fi ne - good 
extremely fi ne.  (10)  

 $200 

   2900 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) to Fraser/Cole (1991) 
all in consecutive runs (R.206a (10), 206b (6), 206c (6) 207 
(10), 208 (10), 209a (10), 212 (10), 213 (10)) as taken from 
original packs.   Uncirculated.  (72)  

 $450 

   2901 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) NZR 666666 (R.207) solid 
number note.   Virtually uncirculated and rare.    

 $250 

   2902 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) NXV 400000 (R.207); 
ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) TDD 800000 (R.304).   
The fi rst with fi gure 8 in biro on front, fi ne, both scarce 
numbers.  (2)   

 $60 

   2903 
  Five dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) to Macfarlane/Henry 
(2002) (R.207, 208, 209a (seven singles plus a pair), 209b 
(3), 218 (3), 220 (7)).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (24)   

 $100 

   2904 
  Five dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1979) to Macfarlane/Henry 
(2002)(R.208, 209a, 212, 213 (6), 214, 219 (2), 220).   Very 
good - uncirculated.  (13)   

 $100 

   2905 
  Five dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983) PFS 828522-528,  PFS 
828530-532, PFT 363547-555 (R.208), Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) PNL 569566-583 (R.209a) consecutive runs of seven, 
three, nine and eighteen notes.   All with light centre fold, 
nearly uncirculated.  (37)  

 $250 

   2906 
  Five dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) QDX 785909/6000; 
ODY 785501/8 (R.209a) an original pack of one hundred 
consecutive notes in two runs.   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $1,000 

   2907 
  Five dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) PPK to QCN singles to 
short runs (R.209a) (19) PZV pair and QBE single (R.209b); 
Fraser/Higgins (1990) four singles (R.212); Fraser/Cole 
(1991) QHC to QLB (R.213) (26).   Centre folds otherwise 
very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (52)  

 $350 

   2908 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1985) QNT 951530, QNT 
951532-535, QNT 951550-569 (R.209a) consecutive runs 
of four, ten and twenty notes.   All with centre fold, extremely 
fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (35)   

 $250 

   2909 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) QPG 678846/53 (R.213) 
eight consecutive last serial prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $150 

   2910 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 63 076684/783 
(R.214) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes.   
Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $750 

   2911 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) fi rst serial prefi x BA 93 
452471/80 and last serial prefi x EA 93 534121/30 (R.216) 
ten consecutive notes of each prefi x.   Uncirculated.  (20)  

 $300 

   2912 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) IL 95 311896/7 consecutive 
pair, CM 96 910072 (R.217), Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BE 
97 668631, CD 97 632305 (R.218); decimal training notes, 
Training Voucher Only 1, 2, 10 and W Handybank $5 and 
$10; 75th Anniversary of Anzac 1990, Aust F.P.O. postmark 
Gallipoli, fl own by Qantas, signed by CGS Army, No.G.3171 
of only 5,000 issued; Australian Electoral Offi ce seals (2); 
world banknotes, Chinese, German and Japanese WWII 
issues and American colonial and revolutionary currency 
replicas, set A and set B in original envelopes; old b&w 
postcard with view at Warialda; letter card from German 
POW dated 15.2.43.   The fi ve dollar notes uncirculated, the 
rest fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (27)  

 $120 
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   2913 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 026274/83 fi rst 
serial prefi x, DC 95 661331/40 last serial prefi x, IJ 95 
397291/5 thin bands variety (R.217) ten conseutive of fi rst 
and last prefi x, fi ve consecutive of thin band.   Uncirculated.  
(25)  

 $200 

   2914 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) AY 97 998031/40 
(R.218) ten consecutive test notes.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $100 

    

 2915* 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) CF 01 000000 (219) 
cut from uncut sheet with bottom selvedge.   Uncirculated 
and rare.   

 $1,000 

   2916 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Federation, AA 01 
000366/7 consecutive pair of fi rst prefi x, low serial numbers.   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $50 

   2917 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01 140963/72, 
ten consecutive fi rst serial prefi x notes, JD 01 771363/72 ten 
consecutive last serial prefi x notes (R.219).   Uncirculated.  
(20)  

 $200 

   2918 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Federation, JD 01 
809500, JD 01 810007/15 nine consecutive numbers, last 
prefi x (R.219).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $150 

   2919 
  Five and twenty dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968-9) (R.203, 
403).   Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $50 

   2920 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 29 553234/5 pale green 
serials, consecutive pair (R.214); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1988) second release, AB 20 590906/8 three consecutive 
notes (R.310b).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $130 

   2921 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 14 340612/5 four 
consecutive notes (R.214); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser 
(1988) second release AB 13 591089, AB 53 960604 
(R.310b).   The last note fi ne, the rest uncirculated.  (6)   

 $110 

   2922 
  Five dollars - fi fty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996-1997) 
last signature prefi x and last 1998 year prefi x, fi ve dollars 
EA 98 722980 (Mc 304C/2), ten dollars GL 98 900935 
(Mc 402C/2), twenty dollars DA 98 811673 (Mc 502b/2), 
last prefi x for 1998 series, fi fty dollars JC 98 989356 (Mc 
602b/2).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $300 

   2923 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 458173 (R.301), 
fi rst serial prefi x note.   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $300 

    

 2924* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 428070/1 (R.301) 
consecutive pair of fi rst serial prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  
(2)   

 $1,100 

   2925 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBL 054232/6 (R.301); 
Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TEB 997275/9 (R.305); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) TEU 541233/7 (R.306a) TNF 087306 
(R.306b); Knight/Stone (1979) TQX 244975/84 (R.307a), 
TUT 165540/4 (R.307b) and Johnston/Stone (1983) TYY 
550840/2 (R.308) runs of fi ve consecutive notes of each 
except for the last and 307a.   Uncirculated.  (38)  

 $500 

   2926 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991) 
(R.301, 303 (3), 304 (4), 307b (2), 308, 309 (six singles and 
run of ten), 312, 313 (runs of fi ve and ten).   Nearly very fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (43)   

 $600 

   

lot 2927 part 
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 2927* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAK 671904; Coombs/
Randall (1967) SFR 186066 last prefi x; Phillips/Randall 
(1968) SRK 291939; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) SUT 490033; 
Phillips/Wheeler (1974) (Australia) TCX 030918; Knight/
Wheeler (1976) Gothic, centre thread THK 898383, side 
thread TNV 662715; Knight/Stone (1979) Gothic TPJ 
346336, OCRB TUY 510955; Johnston/Stone (1983) TZL 
738481; Johnston/Fraser (1985) UJC 597529; Johnston/
Fraser (1988) Bicentenary, fi rst release AB 19 943642, second 
release AB 28 029823; Fraser/Higgins (1990) UYV 038903; 
Fraser/Cole (1991) MGJ 323397; Fraser/Evans (1993) CC 
93 100351 (R.301-305, 306a, 306b, 307a, 307b, 308, 
309, 310a, 310b, 312, 313a, 316a).   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (16)  

 $1,000 

   2928 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) SFC 918957 (R.302).   
Light centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.    

 $100 

   2929 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) SEX 678821 (R.302).   
Good extremely fi ne.   

 $70 

   2930 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) (R.302).   Fine - very 
fi ne.  (5)  

 $240 

   2931 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) to Johnston/Fraser 
(1988) (R.303 (2), 304, 309 (single and run of 4), 310b).   
Very fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (9)  

 $180 

   2932 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) SPP 289846/63 (R.303) 
eighteen consecutive notes.   Light centre folds, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated.  (18)  

 $900 

   2933 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) SUQ 241954/60 seven 
consecutive notes (R.304).   Centre fold and creases, extremely 
fi ne.  (7)   

 $120 

   2934 
  Ten dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TED 863007/10 (R.305); 
Knight/Wheeler (1976) TGU 671214/5, 24/6 (R.306a), 
Knight/Stone (1979) TQH 721747/8 (R.307a) consecutive 
runs of each.   Extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (11)  

 $450 

   2935 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) TKA 720519/21, 23/7; 
TLH (306b) single, runs of three and fi ve.   Centre folds, crisp 
extremely fi ne or better.  (9)   

 $300 

   2936 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) TPE, TPF, TPP, TQJ trio, 
TRN trio, TRP run of six and single, TRR, TRX pair, TRZ 
(R.307a).   Crisp extremely fi ne or better.  (20)   

 $500 

   2937 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) TSA, TSN, TSP single and 
trio, TSX, TTA four singles and a pair, TTC, TTD (2, close 
to pair), TTE (2) TTF (2), TTG (R.307a).   Very fi ne - good 
extremely fi ne.  (22)   

 $450 

   2938 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) TTQ, TUE, TUP, TUS, 
TUX, TVA pair, TUB, TVG run of six, pair and singles, 
TVQ, TVR (R.307b).   The fi rst very fi ne, others generally 
crisp extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (19)   

 $500 

   2939 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983) TYP 848075/9 (R.308) 
fi ve consecutive notes.   Light centre folds, otherwise nearly 
uncirculated.  (5)  

 $200 

   2940 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983) fi ve singles (R.308); 
Fraser/Cole (1991) MGG to MRV singles to runs up to 
ten or so (R.313) (169).   Centre folds, very fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (174)  

 $1,900 

   2941 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) UEQ 662904/19, sixteen 
consecutive notes (R.309).   Ink smudging on some notes and 
on outside right edge of all notes, bend in fi rst note and wave 
affect in a few notes, otherwise uncirculated.  (16)   

 $250 

    

 2942* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 935837/8 
(R.310a) consecutive pair of fi rst serial prefi x fi rst release 
notes.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $800 

   2943 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 18 967649/55 
(R.310a) seven consecutive fi rst release notes.   Uncirculated.  
(7)  

 $200 

   2944 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 18 965526/35 
(R.310a) consecutive run of ten notes.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $200 

   2945 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 160910 (R.310b) 
fi rst serial prefi x of second release.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $150 
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   2946 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 228618/9 
(R.310b) consecutive pair of fi rst prefi x of second release.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $350 

   2947 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 032412/4 
(R.310b) trio of consecutive fi rst serial prefi x second release 
notes.   Uncirculated.  (3)   

 $300 

   2948 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release, AB 12 
645399/403 fi ve consecutive notes (R.310b).   Uncirculated.  
(5)   

 $100 

   2949 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 228625, 7, 
45; 229586 (R.310b) fi rst serial prefi x of second release.   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $500 

   2950 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release, AB 
42 952200/342 (91), broken runs from an original pack; 
AB 43 796119; AB 15 594477/9 three consecutive; AB 15 
949508/11 four consecutive (R.310b).   Uncirculated.  (99)   

 $2,900 

   2951 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310 folder, R.310b 
(9)); Macfarlane/Henry (2002)(R.320a, 320b DF 03 last 
prefi x); also U.S.A., one and two dollars, 1985 and 1976; 
Hutt River set 1970; World Expo 1988 pair; New Zealand 
ten dollars Brash; and Italy, Bank of Novara, 100 lire, 1976.   
Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (23)   

 $170 

   2952 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) CM 93 276864/8 fi ve 
consecutive numbers (R.316).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $70 

   2953 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) AA 93 532682/4 (R.316a) 
three consecutive fi rst prefi x notes (1996), AA 96 920189/3 
(R.318a) fi ve consecutive fi rst prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  
(8)  

 $100 

   2954 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (2002) AA 02 090883/91 
nine consecutive notes, AA 02 090893 fi rst prefi x and fi rst 
year prefi x (R.320aF).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $180 

   2955 
  Ten dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic centre thread, 
TEQ 333333 solid number note (R.306a); twenty dollars, 
Coombs/Wilson (1966) XBG 777777 solid number note 
(R.401).   The fi rst with a small stain in centre left, otherwise 
fi ne; the second good very fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

   

part 

 2956* 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996) AA 98 174191 fi rst 
1998 year prefi x, GL 98 903051; twenty dollars, Macfarlane/
Evans (1997) AA 98 926878 fi rst 1998 year prefi x, DA 98 
813197 last signature prefi x and last 1998 year prefi x; fi fty 
dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) AA 98 919015 fi rst 1998 
year prefi x; one hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 
643061 fi rst prefi x; Macfarlane/Evans (1998) AA 99 913762 
fi rst 1999 year prefi x, JK 99 970120 last signature prefi x and 
last 1999 year pefi x (R.318cF, 318cL, 418bF, 418bL, 518bF, 
618F, 618F, 618L).   Uncirculated.  (8)   

 $800 

    

 2957* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 930055/6 
(R.401) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes.   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $800 

   2958 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA prefi x (R.401) 
four fi rst serial prefi x notes.   Fine - very fi ne.  (4)   

 $200 

   2959 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) prefi xes XAB, XAD 
(pair), XAF (pair), XAY (pair).   Virtually uncirculated.  (7)  

 $120 
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part 

 2960* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/Evans 
(1997) missing Coombs/Randall (R.401, 403-418 first 
prefi x).    Extremely fi ne - uncirculated, the scarce Johnston/
Fraser gothic illustrated.  (17)  

 $800 

   2961 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAL 739931/2 
(R.401) consecutive pair; Phillips/Randall (1968) XEC 
646470/2 (R.403); Knight/Wheeler (1976) XTB 294724/6 
(R.406b); Knight/Stone (1979) VCQ 884868/9 (R.407a), 
VGX 181121/2 (R.407b) consecutive pair of last prefi x; 
Johnston/Stone (1983) VPJ 943852/4 (R.408); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) VQS 048251/3 (R.409a); Phillips/Fraser 
(1989) EXR 662537/40 (R.411); Fraser/Higgins (1990) 
EZB 987407/9 (R.412) a consecutive pair, runs of three (6) 
of four and fi ve.   Uncirculated.  (29)  

 $750 

   2962 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) all singles XAJ (18), 
XAK, XBC (4) (R.401) (23); Fraser/Cole (1991) fi ve singles 
and RYH pair and run of six (R.413) (13).   Good fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (36)  

 $800 

   

part 

 2963* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XBD 815415; 
Phillips/Randall (1968) XCP 102034; Phillips/Wheeler 
(1972) XGG 223054; Phillips/Wheeler (Australia) (1974) 
XJN 854145; Knight/Wheeler (1976) Gothic, centre thread 
XPS 713326, side thread XTH 651583; Knight/Stone (1979) 
side thread, Gothic XZF 582648, OCRB VEU 402217; 
Johnston/Stone (1983) VLT 900519; Johnston/Fraser (1985) 
OCRB EUB 171848, Gothic EKN 228173; Phillips/Fraser 
(1989) EXZ 630385; Fraser/Higgins (1990) REK 926429; 
Fraser/Cole (1991) AAA 997882 NPA issue; Fraser/Evans 
(1993) ADK 621319 last prefi x; Fraser/Evans (1994) AB 
95 675250 (R.401, 403-405, 406a, 406b, 407a, 407b, 
408, 409a, 409b, 411, 412, 413i, 415L, 416b).   Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated.  (16)  

 $1,600 

    

 2964* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 500155 
(R.402).   Centre fold, nearly uncirculated.    

 $1,800 

    

 2965* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 491325 
(R.402) fi rst prefi x.   Original body, fl attened of creasing, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

   2966 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 968528 fi rst 
prefi x (R.402F).   Flattened of folds, small discolouration spot 
at bottom left corner, otherwise extremely fi ne.    

 $350 

    

 2967* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 778583 
(R.402).   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $500 
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 2968* 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 591505 
(R.402).   Very fi ne.    

 $400 

   2969 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBS 128064 
(R.402).   Very fi ne.    

 $400 

   2970 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 100000 
(R.402).   Good fi ne and scarce number.    

 $150 

   2971 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) XCT 444041/5 
(R.403) fi ve consecutive notes.   Nearly uncirculated.  (5)  

 $350 

   2972 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968)(R.403), Fraser/Cole 
(1991)(R.413 plus 80th anniversary folder); Macfarlane/
Henry (2002)(R.420a, 420b, two - AA 03 fi rst prefi x and 
DA 03 last prefi x).   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

   2973 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFR 885471/81 
(R.404) a run of eleven consecutive notes.   Nearly 
uncirculated.  (11)  

 $850 

   2974 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XHA trio, XHY 
single; Knight/Wheeler (1976) XPP trio (R.406a), XUJ trio 
(R.406b).   Nearly uncirculated.  (10)  

 $500 

   2975 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKD 815054 
(R.409b) consecutive pair of gothic serials, slight ink run 
line (error) through 0 of 20 top left of each note.   Nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 

    

 2976* 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) END 099999/100000 
(R.409a) consecutive pair ending with round number.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   2977 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKU 000697-698 
(R.409b) consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $650 

    

 2978* 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EHR and EHS 
222222 (R.409a) consecutive prefi xes solid number pair.   
Uncirculated and rare.  (2)  

 $400 

   2979 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EJZ 789549; 
EKG 773702 (R.409b) gothic serials.   Flattened, virtually 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $220 

   2980 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCRB, EDQ 
466064/7, 071/6, EUR 221975/9, four, six and five 
consecutive notes (R.409a).   Uncirculated.  (15)   

 $600 

   2981 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Fraser (1989) EXU 633991 (R.411).   
Uncirculated.    

 $130 

   2982 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) AAA 884754 (R.413i), 
Fraser/Evans (1993) AAA 001635 (R.415i).   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $140 
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   2983 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) RXS 367403/11, nine 
consecutive notes (R.195).   The last note with bend along 
bottom right edge, otherwise uncirculated.  (9)   

 $250 

    

 2984* 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) ACP 000001 (R.413) 
serial number one.   Uncirculated.    

 $750 

   2985 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) AA 94 990758/6 
(R.416a) consecutive pair of fi rst serial prefi x notes; (1995) 
AA 95 262772/3 (R.416b) consecutive pair of fi rst serial 
prefi x notes; Macafarlane/Evans (1997) AA 97 393292/3 
(R.418a) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes.   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

   2986 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 02 007369/78 
ten consecutive notes, fi rst prefi x and fi rst 2002 year prefi x 
(R.420aF).   Uncirculated.  (10)   

 $300 

   2987 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 02 007379/88 
ten consecutive numbers, fi rst prefi x and fi rst 2002 year 
prefi x (R.420aF).   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $300 

   2988 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) KM 02 994441, 
994445/7 three consecutive notes, 994512, 994514, 
994516/9 four consecutive notes (R.420aF).   Uncirculated.  
(10)  

 $300 

   2989 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Henry (2002) KM 02 994501/10 
ten consecutive numbers, last 2002 year prefi x (R.420aL).   
Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $300 

   2990 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) to fi fty dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.401 (XAA fi rst prefi x), 406b, 
407b, 408, 409a, 506b, 509a).   Nearly very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.  (8)   

 $320 

   2991 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1983)(R.408); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) VQP pair (R.409a)(2); fi fty dollars, Johnston/
Stone (1983) YJT pair (R.508)(2).   Very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.  (5)  

 $200 

   2992 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Fraser (1989) EVP 650310/4, fi ve 
consecutive notes (R.411); fi fty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) 
YXV 903038 (R.511).   The last note with some very light 
foxing and the fi rst fi ve notes with white spot printing fl aw 
above Kingsford Smith's head, uncirculated.  (6)   

 $360 

    

 2993* 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 318974 (R.505) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Two pin-holes otherwise good extremely 
fi ne.   

 $400 

   2994 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA fi rst serial prefi x 
(R.505).   Nearly very fi ne or better.  (4)   

 $500 

   

part 

 2995* 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAB 735045; Knight/
Wheeler (1976) centre thread YBQ 600577, side thread YCH 
900667; Knight/Stone (1979) YFC 912050; Johnston/Stone 
(1983) YJZ 373846; Johnston/Fraser (1985) Gothic YRF 
841580, OCRB YUF 078534; Phillips/Fraser (1989) YXQ 
903426; Fraser/Higgins (1990) YZD 195318; Fraser/Cole 
(1991) WBT 076564; Fraser/Evans (1993) WTU 880544; 
Fraser/Evans (1995) (polymer) OJ 95 245923 (R.505, 506a, 
506b, 507, 508, 509a, 509b, 511, 512, 513F, 515, 516a).   
Nearly uncircualted - uncirculated.  (12)  

 $1,500 

   2996 
  Fifty dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) YE 100396-400 
(R.507) consecutive run of fi ve notes.   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (5)  

 $600 

   2997 
  Fifty dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) YGQ pair (R.507); 
Johnston/Stone (1983) YKS single.   Uncirculated; extremely 
fi ne.  (3)  

 $200 
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   2998 
  Fifty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) YRF 841593/6 (R.509a) 
four consecutive gothic serial notes from an original pack.   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   2999 
  Fifty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985)(R.509b); Fraser/
Evans (1993)(R.515); (1995)(R.516a); Macfarlane/Evans 
(1997)(R.518c); Macfarlane/Henry (2003)(R.520b).   Good 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $320 

   3000 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) WBP 534305/7 (R.512) 
consecutive trio.   Uncirculated.  (3)   

 $200 

    

 3001* 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) FAA 999222, WZZ 
999222 (R.515a and b) fi rst and last prefi x with matching 
numbers.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 

   3002 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) WYZ 637118/21, four 
consecutive notes (R.515).   Last note with top left edge curl, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (4)   

 $250 

   3003 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 903814/5 (R.516b) 
consecutive pair of fi rst serial prefi x; Macfarlane/Evans 
(1997) AA 97 406786/7 (R.518a) consecutive pair of fi rst 
serial prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   3004 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) PE 99 960670/3 
four consecutive notes, last prefi x and last 1999 year prefi x 
(R.518cL).   Uncirculated.  (4)   

 $500 

   3005 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) PE 99 961115/8 
four consecutive notes, last prefi x and last 1999 year prefi x 
(R.518cL).   Uncirculated.  (4)   

 $500 

   3006 
  Fifty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AA 07 000037 (R.521a) 
fi rst serial prefi x very low number.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3007 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 684070 
(R.608F) fi rst prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $350 

    

 3008* 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 285787/9 
fi rst prefi x, three consecutive notes (R.608F).   Uncirculated.  
(3)   

 $900 

   3009 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAY 069407/8 
(R.608) consecutive pair.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $300 

   3010 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZBY 900978; 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZEH 189351; Fraser/Higgins (1990) 
ZEN 099346; Fraser/Cole (1991) ZKB 112513 (R.608, 609, 
612, 613).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $500 

    

 3011* 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1984) ZCJ 999999 
(R.609) solid number note.   Extremely fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

   3012 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) ZDG 226605/7 
(R.609) consecutive trio; Fraser/Evans (1996) (R.616); 
Macfarlane/Evans (1999)(R.618, single and a pair).   Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated.  (7)   

 $900 

   3013 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 092949 last 
prefi x (R.613L).   Uncirculated.    

 $180 
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   3014 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 931222 
fi rst prefi x (R.616F).   Uncirculated.   

 $180 

   3015 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 936356/7 
(R.616F) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes.   
Uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3016 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96 783663 
(R.616TF) test note fi rst prefi x.   Light centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $200 

   3017 
  One hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) CF 98 
667258 last prefi x of 1998 year prefi x (R.618L).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.     

 $300 

   ERROR  NOTES 

   

part 

 3018* 
  One dollar,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) CAC 164969 second 
digit out of alignment left (R.76a) and one hundred dollars, 
Fraser/Higgins (1990) ZGV 747599 right serial ZGV 748599 
mismatched the 8 nearly one line above and cut off through 
the middle (R.612).   Nearly uncirculated; uncirculated and 
rare.  (2)  

 $400 

    

 3019* 
  Two dollars,   Knight/Stone (1979) JPH 057115 (R.87) corner 
fl ap top right corner.   Extremely fi ne and rare.    

 $650 

    

 3020* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) QDH 028508 (R.212) 
nearly total fade out of intaglio print on back.   Good 
extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $500 

   3021 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 85 797015 (R.214) 
intaglio ink run on front with orange checker's mark 
vertically.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3022 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 05 203271 intaglio ink 
smudge on right front, two other normal medium green 
serials AA 13 and AA 91 (R.214).   Nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $50 

   3023 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 13 962718/9 
(R.310a) consecutive pair of fi rst release notes with sheet fed 
in backwards so that varnish to go on OVD actually ended 
up on signatures.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   3024 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XJL 237022 (R.405) 
uneven or blotchy intaglio print in centre of front.   Crease 
and light fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $150 

 Ex M.P. Vort-Ronald Collection. 

   3025 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) EAK 495972 
(R.409a) cut off centre to the left by nearly one cm.   Nearly 
uncirculated.   

 $50 

   3026 
  Fifty dollars,   Knight/Wheeler (1976) YBX 196859 (R.506b) 
fade out of intaglio print on bottom third of back; Fraser/
Cole (1991) WFV 256089 (R.513) right serial slightly out 
of alignment, also two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LCS 
755305 (R.89) ink spots on front.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $250 
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 3027* 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) missing serial number 
(R.516a).   Three vertical folds, otherwise good very fi ne 
and rare.   

 $250 

   3028 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) FD 95 268056 (R.516a) 
partial fade out of intaglio on front.   Three vertical folds, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3029 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHV 040987 (R.613) 
registration shift to the left by one cm.   Uncirculated.   

 $200 

   COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES 

   3030 
  Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Decimal Currency Rare 
Collectors Edition,  set of four pre-decimal last serial prefi x 
notes matched with four decimal fi rst serial prefi x notes, all 
ending 709, in album and slip case of issue by the Reserve 
Bank, set number 569 of 800 (McD.P452).       In leather bound 
album, case and slipcase, very scarce, uncirculated.   

 $6,000 

   3031 
  Triple Anniversary Rare Collectors Edition,   1994, all fi rst 
prefi x issues, fi ve dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 
000790, fi fty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 000790, 
one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 000790, 
set number 678 of only 800 issued (McD.P452, 17th edition).   
In leather folder and slipcase of issue, uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

   3032 
  Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Decimal Currency Rare 
Collectors Edition,   set of four pre-decimal last serial prefi x 
notes matched with four decimal fi rst serial prefi x notes, all 
ending 703, in album and slip case of issue by the Reserve 
Bank, set number 540 of 800 (McD.P452).   Uncirculated.  
(8)  

 $6,500 

   3033 
  Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Decimal Currency Rare 
Collectors Edition, 1991,   set of four pre-decimal last serial 
prefi x notes matched with four decimal fi rst serial prefi x 
notes, all ending 333, in album and slip case of issue by 
the Reserve Bank, set number 250 of 800 (McD.P452).   
Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $6,000 

   3034 
  Triple Anniversary Rare Collectors Edition, 1994, matched 
set of fi rst serial prefi x fi ve,   fi fty and one hundred dollars, 
with serials NAA, YAA and ZAA 000333, in Reserve Bank 
album of issue, the serials matching the 25th anniversary set 
in the above lot, set number 287 of 800.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $2,000 

   3035 
  Triple Anniversary Rare Collectors Edition,   1994, all fi rst 
prefi x issues, fi ve dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 
00926, fi fty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 000926, 
one hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 000926, 
set number 760 of only 800 issued (McD.P452, 17th edition).   
In leather folder and slipcase of issue, uncirculated.   

 $2,000 

    

 

 3036* 
  End of an Era Collection,   last paper notes taken from last 
sheet of each printed, ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MQB 
000001 (R.313a) and twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) 
ABV 000001 (R.415).   A rare pair of number 1 notes, 
uncirculated.   

 $2,500 

   3037 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Premium Series, Fraser/
Evans (1994) fi ve and ten dollars, red serial numbers AA 94 
000911 (Mc DYF1, 3).   Uncirculated.  (2)    

 $110 

   3038 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Deluxe Series, Fraser/
Evans (1994) fi ve and ten dollars, standard green and blue 
serial numbers AA 94 003616 (Mc DYF2, 4).   Uncirculated.  
(2)   

 $100 

   3039 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994, Deluxe Series, Fraser/
Evans, fi ve and ten dollars, green and blue serial numbers AA 
94 002801 (Mc DYF2, 4).   Uncirculated.  (2 folders)   

 $100 
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   3040 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, fi ve and ten dollars,   Fraser/
Evans (1994) dated low number Deluxe folder pair with 
matched serials AA 94 002748.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   3041 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1994 fi ve and ten dollars 
Fraser/Evans (red serials) and ten dollars Deluxe (blue 
serials); First and last polymer/paper ten dollars (1993); ten 
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988); twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans 
(1994) Hargrave Centenary, note/stamp pane portfolio.   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

   3042 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, fi ve,   ten and twenty dollars, 
Fraser/Evans, 1995, Deluxe folders low numbers series, AA 
95 006035/6, consecutive pairs.   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $600 

   3043 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1996, Premium series, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) fi ve, ten, twenty and fi fty dollars, red 
serial numbers AA 96 000947 (Mc DYF 11, 13, 15, 17).   
Uncirculated.  (4)   

 $250 

   3044 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1997, Premium Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, red serial numbers AA 97 000798 (Mc DYF 
19, 21, 23, 25, 27).   Uncirculated.  (5 folders)   

 $400 

   3045 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1997, Premium Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, red serial numbers AA 97 000947 (Mc 
DYF 19, 21, 23, 25, 27).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $300 

   3046 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1997, Premium Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, red serials numbers AA 97 000490 (Mc 
DYF 19, 21, 23, 25, 27).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $300 

   3047 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1997, Deluxe Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 97 001627 (Mc 
DYF 20, 22, 24, 26, 28a).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $400 

   3048 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1998, Premium Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1998) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, red serial numbers AA 98 000343, all 
housed in a complete folder (Mc DYF 29).   Uncirculated.  (5 
notes in 1 folder)   

 $250 

   3049 
  Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue,   1999, Premium Series, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1999) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred dollars, red serial numbers AA 99 000389, all 
housed in complete folder number 389 (Mc DYF 31).   
Uncirculated.  (5 notes in 1 folder)   

 $280 

   3050 
  Circulating Polymer Notes,   1996, portfolio of fi ve, ten, 
twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars with matching serials, 
0096 000647.   Uncirculated.   

 $350 

   3051 
  Circulating Polymer Notes,   1996, portfolio of fi ve, ten, 
twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars with matching serials, 
0096 000650.   Uncirculated.   

 $350 

   3052 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1997, fi ve dollars 
- one hundred dollars, matching note numbers ZZ 97 
999993 and mint coin set, collection number 7 (Mc N/R 
PT6).   Uncirculated.    

 $250 

   3053 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1997, matching 
note numbers ZZ 97 999945, collection number 55; 
another, numbers ZZ 97 999730, collection number 270.   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $500 

   3054 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1998, matching note 
numbers ZZ 98 999698, collection number 302.   A nice 
sequence of numbers with 98 set prefi x ZZ 98 and ending 
in 98, uncirculated.    

 $300 

   3055 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1998, fi ve dollars - one 
hundred dollars, matching note numbers ZZ 98 999036 
and proof coin set, collection number 964 (Mc N/R PT7).   
Uncirculated - FDC.   

 $250 

   3056 
  Elizabeth II,   The First and Last Australian One Dollar 
Currency folders with mint one dollar, 1984 and uncirculated 
one dollar note, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) (5 folders, 
four with consecutive note numbers DLL 845460/3); The 
First and Last Australian Two Dollar Currency folders with 
mint two dollars, 1988 and uncirculated two dollar note, 
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) (5, two with consecutive note 
numbers LNR 840956/7); 1988 Opening Parliament House 
$5 Coin - Note Set folders with mint fi ve dollars, 1988 and 
uncirculated fi ve dollar note, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.213) 
(5, all with consecutive note numbers QPD 678962/6).   
Uncirculated.  (15)  

 $120 

   3057 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser, special two dollar souvenir 
folders (issued at the NAA fair, Adelaide 5-6 September 1992; 
Brisbane 8-9 May 1994 (2); Perth 20-21 August 1994), all 
in offi cial packs of issue (McDonald $2 GF 1e, le, lf, lg).   
Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $80 
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   3058 
  Two dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988-1994) Last Issue Green 
Folder LPU 858825/6 consecutive pair issued for NAA 
Adelaide Fair 5-6 September 1992 (Mc $2 GF1e) (2); First 
Dollar Coin/Last Dollar Note folder number 1885 contains 
proof one dollar, 1984, uncirculated one dollar note, 
Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 801885 last prefi x (R.78L); 
Last $1 Note/First $1 Coin contains mint one dollar, 1984, 
uncirculated one dollar note, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLF 
592888 (R.78); Decimal Currency Training Notes, fi ve 
dollars - one hundred dollars (2 sets).   Uncirculated.  (14)  

 $100 

 The Training Notes are printed on silk fi bre banknote paper with multi-
coloured anti counterfeiting silk thread devices. This paper was originally 
intended for use for the production of a fi ve shilling banknote in 1946 which 
never eventuated. 

   3059 
  Five shillings,   note of 1946, vignette, prepared by the 
Reserve Bank of Australia, fi rst 4000 released at the NAA 
Fair, Melbourne, 19/20 August 1989, this the lowest 
number released 2/20000 sold as charity auction lot by 
the IBNS.   Housed in glazed picture frame with desk stand, 
uncirculated.    

 $100 

   3060 
  Five shillings,   vignette (1989) (6) 5512/17 six consecutive; 
fi ve dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QKT 138294 (R.213) on 
IBNS 5th Note Fair Sydney, 20 March 1992, sheet number 
294; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary folder 
(20) prefi xes AA 13 and AA 19 includes consecutive runs 
of 2, 3, 4, 5 (Mc $10 GF1).   All envelopes for folders are 
affected by foxing, otherwise uncirculated.  (27)   

 $300 

   3061 
  Five dollars and ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992-3), two note 
folders, fi ve of each.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $500 

   3062 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) first polymer issue 
overprinted 7 July 1992, AA 13 001601 and last paper 
issue QPB 481862, two note Deluxe folder (Mc $5 F/LF1); 
Fraser/Evans & Macfarlane/Evans (1996) 'Signatures' folder, 
FE 96 000451 and ME 96 000451 red serial numbers (Mc 
$5 GF2) and FE 96 001668 and ME 96 001668 black serial 
numbers (Mc $5 GF3); Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1997) 
30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives' three note folder, paper 
QNB 482024, initial polymer EA 93 576462 overprinted 
First Issued 7 July 1992, recoloured polymer AA 95 020026 
overprinted First Issued 24 April 1995, black serials (Mc $5 
GF7).   Uncirculated.  (4 folders)  

 $120 

   3063 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1993) First 
Polymer Issue, red serial numbers AA 93 000990, portfolio 
number 890 (Mc $10 PT1).   Uncirculated.    

 $200 

   3064 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Decimal 'Dated' Annual 
Issue AA 95 005062 black serials (Mc DYF6); ten dollars, 
Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary folder AA 17 004962 
(Mc $10 GF1); ten dollars, 'First & Last Folder' Fraser/Cole 
(paper) MQD996878, Fraser/Evans (polymer) AI 93 000310 
red serials overprinted 1 November 1993 (Mc $10 F/LF2).   
In folders of issue, uncirculated.  (3)   

 $100 

   3065 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) two note recoloured issue, 
prefi xes EA 93 and EA 95 with matching number 500132, 
portfolio number 32 (Mc $5 PT1).   Uncirculated.    

 $120 

   3066 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1996) Thirty Years of 
Decimal Currency, red serial number QE 96 000347 and 
gutter of ten stamps with matching number, portfolio number 
347; another with red serial number QE 96 001523, portfolio 
number 1523 (Mc N/A PT11); ten dollars, Fraser/Evans 
(1993) Eminent Women, black serial number AP 93 001788 
and pane of 25 stamps with matching number, portfolio 
number 1788 (Mc N/A PT2); ten dollars, Fraser/Evans 
(1995) Waltzing Matilda 100th Anniversary, red serial 
number WM 95 000465 and special edition ten dollars 
phonecard number 007 4500465, portfolio number 465 
(Mc N/T PT2).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   3067 
  Five dollars,   1997, 30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives', set 
of three, black overprint, Fraser/Cole (paper), Faser/Evans 
(polymer, two types), Deluxe folder number 2176 (Mc 
$5 GF7); ten dollars, Bicentenary, Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
AA 05 061531 (Mc $10 GF1); twenty dollars, 1993, 80th 
Anniversary Issue, Fraser/Cole, red overprint, Brisbane Fair 
issue, red serial number M 000598 and matching folder 
number (Mc $20 GF1c).   Uncirculated.  (3 folders)  

 $120 

   3068 
  Five dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) Hong Kong Handover 
Folder, HK 97 959545/6 consecutive pair (Mc $5 GF4).   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $70 

   3069 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary, Reserve 
Bank Note Printing Branch staff presentation folder of two 
notes, AA 00 032468 and AA 00 032470 (Mc $10 GF4).   
Uncirculated and scarce.    

 $700 

   3070 
  Ten dollars,   Johnson/Fraser (1988) AA 00 123275, 8 (Mc 
$10 GF 1)) close pair of fi rst prefi x dated commemorative 
fi rst polymer issue.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   3071 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary, AA 09 
055396, 398/400, 402/3, 405/6, 408 includes three and 
two (2 pairs) consecutive notes (Mc $10 GF1).   In folders of 
issue, uncirculated.  (9)   

 $140 
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   3072 
  Ten dollars,   Bicentenary, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 05, 12, 
22 (McD. $10 GF1) (3); one dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) 
AJX, AXU (R.73) (2); two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) 
GFR, GGJ, GGV (R.83) (3), Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GRJ 
(R.84).   First three uncirculated, the rest fi ne - good very 
fi ne.  (9)  

 $50 

 Ex Ralph Hutton, Bega Philatelic & Numismatic Society. 

   3073 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) and Macfarlane/Evans 
(1998) 10th Anniversary of Polymer folder, Premium issue 
and Deluxe issue, folder numbers 710 and matching last 
three digits red serial number AB 98 000710 and number 
973 with matching last three digits black serial number AB 
98 001973 (Mc $10 GF5, 6).   Uncirculated.  (2 folders)   

 $110 

   3074 
  Ten dollars,   First Day of Polymer Issue, 1993, Deluxe two 
note folder, Fraser/Cole (Paper) MRR 672152, Fraser/Evans 
(Polymer) AA 93 005592 overprinted 1 November 1993 (Mc 
$10 F/LF1); 10th Anniversary of Polymer Notes, Premium 
two note folder, Johnston/Fraser AB 04 064935 overprinted 
26 January 1988, Macfarlane/Evans AB 98 000484 red 
serials overprinted 26 January 1998, folder number 484 (Mc 
$10 GF5).   Stored in Note Printing Australia album, foxing 
on cover page, otherwise very fi ne, folders uncirculated.  (2 
+ album)  

 $140 

   3075 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda 100th 
Anniversary, red serial number WM 95 000483 and special 
edition ten dollars phonecard number 007 4500483, 
portfolio number 483 (Mc N/T PT2).   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3076 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda Centenary 
Portfolio, note and phonecard, black serial number WM 95 
001769, phonecard number 0074501769 and portfolio 
number 1769 (Mc N/T PT3).   Uncirculated.    

 $90 

   3077 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda Centenary 
Portfolio, note and phonecard, blue serial number WM 95 
003018, phonecard number 0074503018 and portfolio 
number 3018 (Mc N/T PT3); twenty dollars, Macfarlane/
Evans (1997) Emergency Services, note/stamp portfolio, 
note with black serial number ES 97 001712, gutter strip 
number ES 97 001712, portfolio number 1712 (Mc N/A 
PT15).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

   3078 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) First Polymer Issue, two 
note issue with matching red serials AA 94 000627, portfolio 
number 527 (Mc $20 PT3); twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans 
(1994) Lawrence Hargrave Centenary Portfolio, number 
0070 red portfolio number with matching number on pane 
of 25 stamps (Mc N/A PT5).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $220 

   3079 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1997) Sir Charles Kingsford 
Smith Centenary, proof silver one dollar and overprinted last 
prefi x note ADK 620505, portfolio number 582 (Mc N/R 
PT4).   Uncirculated - FDC.    

 $120 

   3080 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Lord Howard Florey 
Portfolio, note and gutter pane of ten stamps, red serial 
number HF 000293 on note and pane, portfolio number 293 
(Mc N/A PT8); same but black serial number HF 003283, 
portfolio number 3283 (Mc N/A PT9).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $170 

   3081 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Lord Howard Florey 50th 
Anniversary of Nobel Prize, black serial number HF 003445 
with matching number on pane of ten stamps, portfolio 
number 3445 (Mc N/A PT9).   Uncirculated.    

 $100 

   3082 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1996) 
First Polymer Issue, two note portfolio, AA 96 000165 
portfolio 65 and AA 96 000572 portfolio 472 (Mc $100 
PT3).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $500 

   3083 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) fi rst polymer 
issue overprinted 15 May 1996, AA 96 001064 and last 
paper issue ZLD 072065, two note folder (Mc $100 F/LF1).   
Uncirculated.    

 $280 

   3084 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) fi rst polymer 
issue overprinted 15 May 1996, AA 96 003895 (Mc $100 
F/LF2).   Uncirculated.    

 $150 

   3085 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut pairs (4, QDZ/
QEA, QEB/QEC, QED/QEE, QEF/QEG 000670) (Mc $5 
U5).   The last pair with colour bars at bottom, uncirculated.  
(4)   

 $120 

   3086 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut block of four QEH, 
J, S, T 000987 (Mc $5 U4) with plate number IF681 at top 
right corner; ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) uncut block 
of four, AA16, 17, 22, 23 177529 (Mc $10 U3) with colour 
bars at bottom.   Foxing at top right corner of fi rst block, 
otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   3087 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) uncut blocks of four, DC, 
DD, DK, DL 96 000063 red serials, folder number 503 and 
DE, DF, DM, EA 96 000063 red serials, folder number 504 
(Mc $5 U14); vertical pair, BC, BD 96 000408 red serials, 
folder number 142 (Mc $5 U17).   The second block of four 
with traffi c lights at bottom front selvedge, all uncirculated.  
(3)  

 $120 
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   3088 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial, uncut half 
sheet of twelve notes, AA 00 - AA 11 288509 (Mc $10 U2) 
with plate number IF268 at top right corner and colour bars 
at bottom.   Uncirculated.    

 $200 

   3089 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut full sheet of forty 
notes, MPX - MRR 000019 (Mc $10 U16).   Together with 
certifi cate and in frame of issue, only 300 sheets issued, 
uncirculated and scarce.    

 $800 

   3090 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut full sheet of forty 
notes, MPX - MRR 000021 (Mc $10 U16).   Together with 
certifi cate and in frame of issue, only 300 sheets issued, 
uncirculated and scarce.    

 $800 

   3091 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut full sheet of forty 
notes, MPX - MRR 000022 (Mc $10 U16).   Together with 
certifi cate and in frame of issue, only 300 sheets issued, 
uncirculated and scarce.    

 $800 

   3092 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut full sheet of forty 
notes, MPX - MRR 000033 (Mc $10 U16).   Together with 
certifi cate and in frame of issue, only 300 sheets issued, 
uncirculated and scarce.    

 $800 

   3093 
  Ten dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut block of four 
CD, CE, CM, DA 97 010041 red serials, folder number 326 
(Mc $10 U19).   Uncirculated.    

 $110 

   3094 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut pair, 
matching black serial numbers, differing prefi xes, consecutive 
folder numbers 645/7, traffi c lights at top of fi rst pair (Mc 
$20 U15).   Uncirculated.  (3)   

 $180 

   3095 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut block of four 
CE, CF, CM, DA 98 010041 red serials, folder number 328 
(Mc $20 U13); vertical pair, CM, DA 98 010169 red serials, 
folder number 380 (Mc $20 U14).   Both items with traffi c 
lights at bottom front selvedge, uncirculated.  (2)  

 $180 

   3096 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) uncut block of four, A, B, 
C, D 000162 red serials (Mc $50 U4) in NAA International 
Coin & Banknote Fair, Melbourne, 16/17 July 1994, folder 
number 0162.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $300 

   3097 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1999) uncut block of four 
CE, CF, CM, DA 99 010001 red serials, folder number 8 (Mc 
$50 U14).   Stored in Uncut Australian Notes Album issued 
by Note Printing Australia, some foxing on the fi rst page, 
otherwise extremely fi ne, the uncut block uncirculated.    

 $270 

   3098 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1997) uncut vertical pair, 
red serial numbers E 000187 and F 000187 issued for 100th 
Anniversary of British Astronomical Association New South 
Wales Branch Inc. 1895-1995 (Mc $100 U2).   In folder of 
issue, uncirculated.    

 $300 

   3099 
  Canada,   Bank of Canada, Bonin/Thiessen (1986) two dollars, 
uncut full sheet of forty notes (CBNC format of 4 x 10 notes) 
EGT prefi x (P.94c).   Uncirculated.    

 $100 

   3100 
  Canada,   Bank of Canada, Bonin/Thiessen (1986) two dollars, 
uncut full sheet of forty notes (BABN format of 5 x 8 notes) 
CBK prefi x (P.94c).   Uncirculated.     

 $100 

   3101 
  Cook Islands,   Government of, ten dollars, Davis (1987), 
uncut block of six notes BAS-BBB 001057 (P.4a); twenty 
dollars, Davis (1987), uncut block of six notes CAP-CAY 
001077 (P.5a).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   3102 
  U.S.A.,   Federal Reserve, 1976 Series, St Louis, two dollars, 
uncut half sheets of sixteen star notes (P.461) (2).   Both sheets 
with tape marks across both top front corners, otherwise 
uncirculated.  (2 sheets)    

 $100 

   3103 
  U.S.A.,   Federal Reserve, 1993 Series, Cleveland (D), one 
dollar, uncut full sheet of thirty two notes (P.490a), 1995 
Series, Dallas (K), uncut full sheet of thirty two notes 
(P.496a).   Uncirculated.  (2 sheets)   

 $100 

   3104 
  U.S.A.,   Federal Reserve, 1993 Series, Dallas (K), one dollar, 
uncut full sheet of thirty two notes (P.490b).   Scarce prefi x, 
uncirculated.    

 $500 

   3105 
  U.S.A.,   Federal Reserve, 1995 Series, Atlanta, two dollars, 
uncut full sheet of thirty two notes (P.497).   Uncirculated.     

 $100 

   3106 
  U.S.A.,   Federal Reserve, 1999 Series, Boston, one dollar, 
uncut full sheet of thirty two notes, and another, Dallas, 
uncut full sheet of thirty two notes (P.504a).   Uncirculated.  
(2 sheets)   

 $100 

 


